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Abstract

Deep convective storms assume many intensities, sizes and morphologies in Earth’s atmosphere, reflecting varying balances of

the competing forces that arise in the diverse atmospheric conditions that promote and support such storms. The understanding

of how these forces compete with each other lends itself only with great difficulty to observational study, but much more easily to

idealized parameter space studies using numerical models. A parameter space study was recently designed and executed using an

eight-dimensional framework, with 2-h experiments run using all possible combinations of reasonably chosen high and low values

of the eight independent parameters. The basic parameters are those needed to build an idealized vertical profile of temperature,

moisture and wind: bulk convective available potential energy (CAPE), radius of an assumed semicircular hodograph, shape

of the buoyancy profile, shape of the shear profile, lifting condensation level, level of free convection, cloud-base temperature

(roughly equivalent to total precipitable water), and free tropospheric relative humidity. Each of the parameters is found to

exert noteworthy independent impacts on the intensity and morphology of the convection, with drastic differences in updraft

overturning efficiency (the ratio of simulated peak updraft speed to that predicted from pseudoadiabatic parcel theory), updraft

rotation, updraft steadiness and precipitation efficiency. Storm rotational efficiency relative to ambient vertical shear, and its

steadiness, may also be examined. Results will be shown that demonstrate the strongly patterned convective response within

this large parameter space, for both updraft overturning and rotational efficiency and their temporal steadiness. For example,

in experiments having CAPE = 2000 J/kg, peak updraft efficiency reaches 94% in some cases, while in others with unfavorable

combinations of parameters, that peak is less than 20%. While the eight basic parameters used in this study cover most of

the variability of the vertical meteorological structure of the convective atmosphere, the framework can easily be expanded by

adding new dimensions to deal with other physical effects, such as varying types and distributions of aerosols and other tracers

that influence atmospheric chemistry.
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Background
 The Convection Morphology Parameter Space Study 

(COMPASS) was designed to reveal  patterns and trends in 
storm morphology (size, strength, rotation, persistence, etc.) 
as a function of position within a comprehensive 8D 
parameter space, using cloud simulations initialized with 
idealized profiles of T, q and u, v. It is assumed that the local 
vertical structure of the atmosphere dominates storm 
behavior.

 Profile parameters are: CAPE, Hodo. Radius, buoyancy 
profile shape, shear profile shape, LCL, LFC, PW (dictated by 
LCL T), and free tropospheric RH (FTRH) above the LFC.

 Choose 2 or 3 reasonable high and low values of each 
parameter, form all permutations, run simulations on each.

 Basic simulation set, using only high FTRH for completeness, 
s 216 expts.  Nomenclature example:

 e2c2m4n2k2f6p3h9, where e denotes CAPE (1=800,2=2000, 
3=3200 J/kg), c denotes hodo radius (1=8, 2=12, 3=16 m/s), 
m denotes buoyancy profile shape, n denotes shear shape, k 
and f denotes LCL and LFC altitudes  (2=0.5, 6=1.6 km, with 
k2f6 featuring an 0.5 km LCL and 1.6 km LFC, with a moist 
adiabatic profile between), p denoting LCL T (3=3 cm PW, 
6=6 cm PW), and h denoting FTRH. 

 

Methodology
 Run 2-h RAMS simulations on each experiment, examine 

attributes of all the simulated storms.  Used RAMS 3b with   
1-moment microphysics, Smagorinsky-Lilly turbulence 
schemes, with no Coriolis.

 Used 500 m x,y mesh, z mesh stretched thru 20 km, sponge 
layer up to 24.5 km; dt=3.0 s, all data saved every 5 min. 

 Spheroidal warm bubbles with 3K warmth used to initialize.
 All subcloud layers have theta-e independent of z; p3 cases 

have 321 K, p6 cases have 354 K.
 All subcloud layers have small positive lapse rates of theta, to 

ensure Ri stays large enough to prevent spontaneous mixout; 
we have verified that starting profiles are maintained on storm 
inflow sides of domains for all simulations, so that integrity of 
all experiments is not compromised by mixout of CAPE, 
shear, etc.

 Assess and tabulate means and extremes of many storm 
attributes, with special emphasis on 60 < t < 120 min data.

                                  Results

 Only a few basic results can be shown here.
 Peak WMAX updraft efficiency (UE) can exceed 1.0 in 

CAPE=800 environments, when compressed b profiles cause 
pert. pressure gradients to boost W at low altitudes, thus 
boosting WMAX aloft. UE is larger when PW is small.

 At small CAPE, steep lapse rates just above LFC can make 
the difference between a strong supercell and a non-survivor. 

 WMAX steadiness is large when shear is large and PW 
small. 

 ZETA aloft is larger when shear and CAPE are both large.  
Rotation efficiency vs. SRH is surprisingly large at weak 
shear and large CAPE, but there SRH is small so ZETA is 
only moderate.  ZETA is also steadiest at large shear, CAPE.

 ZETA at z=0 is largest when shear ls large.  Again, surface 
rotation efficiency is largest at weak shear, large CAPE, but 
ZETA(0) is smaller and less steady than ZETA aloft, with only 
a few exceptions.  

17 July 2010 Severe Storms in ND,SD,MN:

               Future Work

 * Study sensitivity to finer grids,                
    higher-moment  microphysics                
    schemes;
 * More fully explore combinations of         
    LCL   and LFC heights;
 * More fully explore sensitivities to other   
    values of total PW;
 * Explore effects of straight hodograph     
    wind profiles;
 * Explore impacts of more complex           
    profile shaping of free tropospheric        
    relative humidity; 
 * Add explicit electrification module to       
   allow study of storm flash rates and        
   flash type;
 * Assess reliability of results using            
    ensembles of perturbed initial  fields,     
    while retaining the integrity of the           
    parameter space design;
 * Extend approach to LES to study           
    tornado likelihood, character;
 * Extend approach to aerosol, trace          
   species chemistry and its variability        
    (requires adding several new                 
    dimensions  to the parameter space).
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Most notable Southeastern event in 
Spring 2010; long-track EF4 
tornadoes in
MS, AL;forecast was good, but 
under-predicted of nocturnal event in 
AL.
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